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FACULTY OF ENGINEERING 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

 

Talk on Internet of  Things and Big Data Analysis 
 

Date:2nd July, 2018 

Time:11am-1pm 

Venue: CHRIST(Deemed to be University) Faculty of Engineering, Kengeri 

Speaker/s: 

Name: Mr. Lakshmi Narasimhan 

Organization and Place:Altimetric , Bangalore 

Name: Mr. Pradeep Bhaskaran 

Organization and Place:White Paper Solution Pvt Ltd, Bangalore 

Name: Mr.Saurabh Anand 

Organization and Place:White Paper Solution Pvt Ltd, Bangalore 

 

Target Audience (Students):5BTCSE & 5BTIT 

Faculty Members: 

1. R.Gokulapriya 

2. Naveen J 

3. Bijeesh T V 

Total Students’ Present:As per the Attendance list 

OBJECTIVE:Case study discussions and Data interpretation & Visualization 

POSSIBLE LEARNING OUTCOMES:Familiar with the IOT applications and data 

collection and visualization 

 

INTRO ABOUT SPEAKER 
On the 2nd of July,2018 the department of computer science and engineering had a session on Big 

Data and Internet of Everything by Mr. Lakshmi Narasimha,IOT Architect. Mr. Lakshmi's address 

focused on Big Data and IoT, and how they are intertwined in this era. He spoke about the 

engineering use cases of this correlation. He discussed the success of some of the use cases where he 
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has been able to implement the combined solution of IoT and data analytics. The first scenario was 

that of an assembly line, that if even anything went minutely wrong in the process, the entire process 

would be interrupted. The solution he implemented, with the help of IoT,  was to process the 

information and make decisions at the edge level while notifying the manager about the same. This he 

said ensured reduction in cost and ensured increase in throughput of the product.  

Mr. Lakshmi said that the added advantages to this were the reduction in the number of tickets, 

thereby the cost, since analysis was being done at the base level itself. To implement this, databases 

such as Hadoop and Cassandra were being used along with analytical tools such as Spark and Kafka. 

This ensured real time validation and reconciliation of data.  

He also explained to us the architecture of the entire process. He spoke about the five tiered structure 

of data analytics with the first layer being data ingestion followed by data consolidation, data 

engineering, data visualisation and data analytics. Another use case Mr. Lakshmi discussed was that 

of smart carts used in assembly lines. His solution involved a notification being sent to the assembly 

line employee when something is misplaced in the cart which will otherwise transport the right parts 

from one place to another of the assembly line. 

Another important issue addressed by him was how to get access to data required for such analysis. 

To better explain this he spoke about the use case of driver behaviour analysis and of prediction of 

future defects in the car. He talked about ODBs which give information like windshield speed, torque, 

braking, battery, cornering, etcetera, which on monitoring will be able to analyse and predict the 

behaviour of the driver and possible failures well in advance respectively. Thus he enlightened the 

audience of the in-depth application of IoT and data analytics in every walk of life and how integral it 

is becoming. The talk was followed by a question and answer session where students, quite interested 

by the talk ,interacted with Mr. Lakshmi and Mr.Pradeep Bhaskaran and Mr.Saurabh Anand. The 

session was indeed very needed and proved to be beneficial. 
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